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The Gun Test Facility (GTF) and the accelerator at the DUV-FEL facility are operated as sources for high
brightness electron beams; the first for the Linac Coherent Light Source project and the latter driving an FEL
using High Gain Harmonic Generation (HGHG) in the UV. For both accelerators, projections of the longitudinal
phase space on the energy coordinate were obtained by varying the phase of an accelerating structure after the
gun and measured with a downstream spectrometer dipole. Using an algebraic reconstruction technique (ART),
the longitudinal phase space at the entrance to the varied accelerating structure could be reconstructed over a
large range of charge from 15 pC to 600 pC.
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1. Introduction

Accelerators for existing and future high
brightness electron beam sources require high
peak current usually achieved by magnetic bunch
compression. A measurement of the longitudinal
electron phase space can be useful in understand-
ing and optimizing both injector dynamics and
bunch compression. Tomographic methods have
been employed to reconstruct the phase space in
recent years [1–3] using measurements of energy
spectra with varying longitudinal chirp and dis-
persion. The technique provides a model inde-
pendent determination of the phase space as well
as a measurement of the slice energy spread of
the bunch.

The experiments reported in this paper were
done at the Gun Test Facility (GTF) at SLAC
and the DUV-FEL at BNL. The GTF accelera-
tor [4] consists of a BNL/SLAC/UCLA 1.6 cell
gun with a Nd:Glass drive laser (2 ps FWHM),
a 25 MeV s-band accelerating structure, and a
dipole energy spectrometer about 3 keV resolu-
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tion, where the energy spectra were taken while
varying the linac phase. The DUV-FEL accel-
erator [5] shares the gun and accelerating struc-
ture with GTF, but the cathode drive laser is
Ti:Sapphire based and there are three additional
accelerating structures for up to 200 MeV beam
energy and a chicane bunch compressor behind
the second linac tank.

2. Reconstruction Technique

Various methods have been developed in the
past decades in the field of computerized tomo-
graphic imaging to retrieve the original two di-
mensional distribution from a set of measured
projections of this distribution. The Simultane-
ous Algebraic Reconstruction Technique (SART)
[6] uses an iterative method to solve the set of
linear equations coupling the image and its pro-
jections. If the original image is described as dis-
crete pixels gl, then the ith projection histogram
pi,j can be calculated as a sum of the image along
the rays of the given projection with the weight
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coefficients ai,jl according to
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uses one projection pi after the other until all are
utilized once. This procedure is then iterated it-
self until convergence is reached, which usually
occurs within a couple of iterations.

In order to apply this method to the recon-
struction of the longitudinal electron phase space
distribution g(τ, δ), with τ as time coordinate and
δ the energy deviation of a particle from the beam
centroid energy, the phase space is segmented into
discrete bins gl with size ∆τ and ∆δ. Accelerat-
ing the electron beam with initial energy E0 in a
linac section with energy gain V results in a beam
energy of E = E0+V cos (φ) and an energy devia-
tion of δ′ = δ + kτ with the chirp k = −V sin (φ).
A set of energy spectra is then obtained at dif-
ferent accelerating phases φi with the spectra as
histograms pi,j having the same bin size ∆δ as the
phase space. The weight coefficients ai,jl for the
projections are determined by tracing each phase
space pixel according to the applied chirp onto
the energy axis. Using the coefficient matrix and
measured energy spectra, the phase space can be
reconstructed with Eq. 2.

Since this implementation of the tomographic
reconstruction only uses an off-crest acceleration
and no preceding dispersive element, the set of
projections do not include a full 90◦ rotation of
the phase space, i.e., a projection of the time coor-
dinate onto the energy axis. Therefore, the tem-
poral resolution of the reconstructed phase space
will be limited due to the maximum chirp kmax

applied to the beam. In this case, temporal struc-
tures converted into an energy distribution are
folded with the slice energy spread σδ,0. Consid-
ering both a correlated energy modulation and
a temporal density modulation the highest fre-
quency that can be resolved is given by

fres = kmax/(2πσδ,0). (3)
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Figure 1. Reconstructed phase space distribution
for GTF at linac entrance.

3. GTF Measurements

The analysis is based on energy spectra mea-
surements presented in [4]. A fit to the beam
energy and energy spread determines the acceler-
ating voltage of the linac structure, the phase dif-
ference between maximum energy and minimum
spread, and parameters of the longitudinal phase
space ellipse at the linac entrance. To minimize
the rectangular phase space region of the recon-
struction, the chirp k is calculated in respect to
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Figure 2. Temporal projection of the reconstruc-
tions as shown in Fig. 1. The bunch charge for
the different curves with increasing peak current
are 15, 50, 66, 100, 175, 215, 290, and 600 pC,
respectively.

the phase with minimum spread, thus ignoring
the linear chirp of the beam entering the linac.

The phase range of usually 60◦ corresponds to
a maximum chirp of kmax = 220 keV/ps. A simu-
lation of the experiment with a time and energy
modulated phase space was performed to deter-
mine the time and energy resolution achievable
for the measured energy spectra. The estimate of
Eq. 3 was confirmed, giving a resolution of 150 to
300 fs for a slice energy spread of 5 to 10 keV.

The reconstructed phase space distributions
are shown in Fig. 1. A 7% intensity cut was ap-
plied to remove residual artifacts from linac phase
and amplitude drifts during the measurement.
The bunch current profile obtained from the re-
constructions is shown in Fig. 2. Compared with
the cathode laser duration of 2 ps (FWHM) the
electron beam is compressed below 100 pC and
elongated above. The profiles show some struc-
ture which can be attributed to remaining arti-
facts. The analysis of the energy spread is shown
in Fig. 3. The projected energy spread is taken
from the longitudinal beam ellipses, whereas the
slice data are obtained by a gaussian fit to the
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Figure 3. Slice energy spread from reconstruc-
tions as shown in Fig. 1. The “x” symbols are
the projected, the “∗” symbols are the averaged
slice, and the “+” symbols represent the slice en-
ergy spread at maximum peak current.

energy profile of each time slice. The average
slice energy spread is growing almost as fast with
charge as the projected due to increasing spread
in the bunch tails. However, the slice energy
spread taken at the peak of the current distri-
bution exhibits a significant smaller growth with
increasing charge.

4. DUV-FEL Measurement

The measurement at the DUV-FEL accelera-
tor was done by varying the phase of the sec-
ond accelerating structure while the chicane and
tanks 3 and 4 were not used. The maximum chirp
was 200 keV/ps, resulting in a time resolution of
250 ps for 8 keV energy spread. Figure 4 shows
the reconstructed phase space at the entrance of
tank 2 with bunch charge of 200 pC and energy of
38MeV. Due to a three times longer laser pulse of
2.35 ps compared to GTF, the electron bunch is
still ballistically compressed to 1.35 ps. The cor-
responding drive laser time profile in Fig. 5 ex-
hibits three main substructures as a consequence
of the large bandwidth of the Ti:Sa oscillator.
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Figure 4. Reconstructed longitudinal phase space
distribution of the DUV-FEL accelerator at the
entrance of the second linac tank for a charge of
200 pC.

The structures are not visible in the time distri-
bution of the electron beam, however, they can be
recognized in the phase space where they appear
as energy time correlation. This can be attributed
to longitudinal space charge (LSC) effects [7].

5. Conclusion

An algebraic reconstruction technique was used
to reconstruct the longitudinal electron phase
space at GTF and DUV-FEL for different bunch
charges. The slice energy spread can be signifi-
cantly smaller than the projected due to nonlinear
energy time correlations. Simulations of the in-
jector dynamics to better understand these obser-
vations are in progress for both facilities. The im-
plementation of the technique to the compressed
bunch at DUV-FEL is planned for the future.

This work was supported by DOE contracts
DE-AC03-76SF00515 and DE-AC02-98CH10886.
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Figure 5. Temporal distributions corresponding
to the reconstruction as shown in Fig. 4. The bot-
tom part shows the measured cathode drive laser
distribution, the middle part the reconstructed
electron beam current, and to top part the en-
ergy – time correlation.
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